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Abstract:  As the next-generation Internet Protocol, IPv6 has been designed to ultimately replace today’s IPv4. Therefore, the 

research about IDS (intrusion detection system) of IPv6 has become an urgent need. The aim of this project is to provide security 

for ipv6 packets using various techniques like ARN number verification, packet length, checksum validation .By applying new 

various technologies is used to secure the ipv6 Intrusion detection system (IDS). The vulnerability tracking function for the 

differential operating framework underlying IPv6 network is evaluated and the infrastructure is being introduced for receive 

thread domain, object forward domain ,network domain and file buffer with enhanced security feature of packet checksum 

verification. It evolves the computer framework that underlies the IPv6 paradigm of network protection detection. It can solve the 

Complexity in the underlying IPv6 IDS system. In addition we have added the Signature enabled system for receiving information 

securely. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, IPv6 has been designed to ultimately replace IPv4. The Network Monitoring is more important to secure the System. 

The monitoring of network vulnerabilities to ensure network and computer system stability becomes more critical. Monitoring 

of network security is a mechanism for the identification of network activity, vulnerability log monitoring and other analysis of 

network information. The offensive action and defensive action to ensure device security should be observed. Therefore, the 

research about IDS (intrusion detection system) of IPv6 has become an urgent need. This leads to introduction of an Intrusion 

Detection System Model (IDSMIPv6) based on protocol analysis, which can rely on scanning the vulnerability from the 

semantics layer to choose attack signature adapted for misuse detection, and then use the network behaviour to make anomaly 

detection.  The network Intrusion detection system Connected with Ipv6 System and it can solve the Complexity in the 

underlying Ipv6 Security. 

For the paradigm framework, a new technologies in IPv6 network identification system with the complete Comprehensive 

layout is obtained for new introduced modules is introduced .  

1. Receive Thread Domain 

2. Forward Connection Domain 

3. File Buffer Area 

4. Signature Validation 

5. Network Domain. 

 

 The Acquisition rate will increase up to 90% and forwarding rate will increased up to 95% efficiency taken into Consideration 

to enhance the Ipv6 Security in Network Model it can solve the Ipv6 Vulnerability detection in underlying system. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In [1] explains the security detection difficult problem caused by the IPv6 network differences in underlying computer system. 

Experimental results show that this system can detect the security problem in differential computer system quickly. 

Introduction of Receiving thread domain, Object forwarding domain File buffer increases the efficiency of Ipv6 Security.  The 

data packet forwarding success rate has been increased from 77% to 90%, and the acquisition success rate of abnormal data 

packet in terminal increases from 67% to 88%.  

 

In [2] proposes an inter-domain source IPv6 address encryption and verification scheme based on HMAC (HMAC-SAV). The 

verification scheme verifies the origin of data from transmission path and source/destination-end and identifies the authenticity 

of data packets.  

 

 In Paper [3] presents three contiguous results. First, it briefly presents the new IPv6 capabilities; second, it presents a brief 

analysis of the security  vulnerabilities arising from these capabilities; and third, it presents a new security model for IPv6 

network infrastructures that has the potential to mitigate these vulnerabilities.   
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In paper [4] aims at building a test bed of this technology and reviews its security analysis. Several virtual machines were used 

to implement the test bed. The design of the test bed is fully disclosed and its operation is typically demonstrated by an 

example DoS (Denial of Service) attack scenario which is implemented using the hping3 command.  

 

In Paper [5] the address space of IPv6 address is a very large, the existing consistency decision methods cannot be directly used 

to deal with IPv6 firewall policy. To resolve the above problem, in this paper, use a formal technique to decide the consistency 

between IPv6 firewall policy and security policy effectively and rapidly.  

 

In Paper[6] First, demonstrate the unintended exposed security services in IPv6 networks, such as DNS, and HTTP, have 

become emerging security risks by analyzing 4.7M peripheries. Second, by inspecting the periphery's packet routing strategies, 

present the flawed implementations of IPv6 routing protocol affecting 5.8M router devices. 

  

In paper[7], examination of the traffic signatures of different denial of service (Dos) attacks that affect IPv6 protocol by using 

packet analyzer tools in collaboration with a popular IPv6 security assessment tool and traffic correlation values to establish the 

similarities and difference between various Dos attack traffic signatures (i.e. uniqueness).  

 

In paper [8], the underlying IPv6 network of the differential computer system is analyzed, an improved underlying IPv6 

network security detection module design method is proposed for the multi computer system.  

 

In paper [9] optimize the IWPS to maximize the IoT security over IEEE 802.11ah WLAN and propose novel mathematical 

models to evaluate IoT security based on port scan network performance and IPSec services, which derives an optimal scan 

rate for sec-admins. The effectiveness of the proposed framework is verified by comprehensive numerical analysis, which 

shows that our approach minimizes the risk to IoT devices while probing them at an optimal scan rate.  

 

In paper [10] aims to present an in-depth analysis of the published studies on IPv6 security in the last twenty years. Research 

questions were created in order to obtain answers that help in understanding the area. A systematic mapping study was carried 

out, in which it was possible to relate aspects related to the security of the IPv6 protocol. 

 

Few of the research gaps observed as follows: 

1. In traditional module when large data is processing it cannot deliver on time so sometimes network packets is discarded. 

2. Accuracy of data sending is reduced. 

3. Data log manager problem of objects 

4. Storing of data makes a big difference in data file cache ,So need of necessary modules are required. 

 

III. DESIGN OF SECURITY DETECTION MODULE OF COMPUTER SYSTEM UNDERLYING IPV6 NETWORK 

Project Design Gives the outline of Project development process. It helps to identify the modules and the tools required to 

implement them the security detection module of differential computer system underlying IPv6 network is analyzed. And the 

receiving thread domain, object forwarding domain and file buffer  network domain and signature validation technologies are 

proposed. The security detection model of computer system underlying IPv6 network is established. 

 

3.1 Design of Full Module Structure  

According to Differential Computer Approach Ipv6 Security detection System Establish the Connection which is Solve the 

Data difference  problem   the modules consist of Underlying Ipv6 fusion module ,in the middle layer there are different 

modules which introduction of New Technologies like Date Packet Model ,Receive thread domain, Forward Object Domain, 

File buffer area for all this connection network Establishment network thread is connected to  each other Finally the 

Signature validation is to enabled system for receiving information securely. The Full Module Structure is Shown in Fig 1. 

 
Fig 1. Full Module Structure . 
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 The above proposed module design works according to the following mentioned steps: - 

1.   Firstly, the data packets are captured in the Data Packet Acquisition Module and then it passes through the above-

mentioned technologies. 

2. Any kind of Intrusion is detected in the Network Security Detection Module of Data Packets. 

 

3.2 Module Work Flow 

 

Flow Chart of Overall Module Work flow  is Shown in  Fig 2,. The Data Packet module is consists of open.pcap function which 

help  the Libpcap to collect the corresponding Data Packets .The redundant data packet is eliminated  from the  Acquired Data 

packet Module .The Data Packet module is used to Scrutinize the collected data form data connection layer. 

If there is valid data is there , the new thread is obtained and the Corresponding thread is sent to the thread domain and the data 

is processed. The corresponding connection object are extracted from the forwarding object domain to transmit the data. If there 

is no available connection object, a new connection objects should be created, and the data is transmitted to the destination 

address. The log information is stored in the file buffer, until the file buffer saturation. Then, all the log information is written to 

the file. It will sent to the Network packet Detection module and Signature validation. 

 

 
   Fig 2 . Flow chart of underlying IPv6 network security detection process 

 

 

  

IV. KEY TECHNOLOGY 

 

The Key technology provides the different module domain. 

 

4.1 Receive threads domain module design  

 The receiving thread's domain module is designed with a security detection system, and the receiving thread's domain 

module is called WinPcap and requires a BPF information filtering system to eliminate worthless data packets. Improves the 

efficiency of capturing data packets. The WinPcap virtual computer system driver module can filter data packets and the filtered 

data packets are sent to the user module.Wincap is compatible with both windows and Unix environmental System.the Receive 

thread has the BPF Filter   for effective data Forwarding .  

If the data packet module completes data packets, it will send the data connection request, a thread break thread domain is used to 

complete data connection. Then, the thread keeps a rest state again. Through the thread domain method, there is no need to create 

a new thread for each connection. The consumption of system resource is reduced, and efficiency of the system is improved . 

 

4.2 Forward connection object domain 

 In the traditional forwarding module, the operation principle of object domain is to store all the objects which has used. 

When need to use the object once again, the object can be scheduled, and the energy consumption of system object can be 

reduced. In this paper, the object domain is used to save the relative objects, and the system constructs the connection objects for 

each time, it will consume some resources, the object domain can reduce the amount of system resources. The operation steps of 

forwarding connection object are shown as follows: First, the transmitted thread data packets are collected, and the destination of 

data packet is analyzed, then, the corresponding destination address is selected based on setting routing. Secondly, the forwarding 

connection object is used to transmit the data. The forwarding connection object creates the target address connection, and the 

data packet is transferred afterwards, and discards the relevant connection. On the basis of I/O process, the target address 

connection and abandoning connection can be established. In this process, it will consume a lot of resources. Therefore, we build 

the connection object domain, if we need to transmit data, it should collect a forwarding connection object to transmit data. After 

completion of data transmission, the connection object again returns the object domain, and the improved method reduces the 

consumption of network source, and improves the system data transfer efficiency. 
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4.3 Design of file buffer module  

 File buffer saves the contents to the buffer area in the corresponding file buffer area, until the content is saturated. Then, 

all file content in the buffer is written to the file. Resources consumption is reduced resulted from repeatedly read and write files, 

and the system performance is enhanced. In this system, after the data packet is forwarded in the thread, the log information is 

saved to the log file, and the file buffer can reduce the resource consumption in the process. 

 

4. 4 Design of packet network security detection module 

 Network security detection system based on IPv6 can provide data transmission control, initial certification and avoid 

replay attacks and other security services. The IPv6 protocol is usually taken two communication security protocols to obtain the 

encrypted payload header and authentication header. The key management and control protocol are completed for the relevant 

security service. 

 
Fig 3.  Network security detection model based on IPv6 

 

The process of IPv6 network security detection is expressed as follows: In the bottom modules, the data packets are collected 

from network and they are filtered by de-noising operation. The message is send to the protocol decoding module which belongs 

to the middle module. The protocol analysis is implemented, and detection module takes the perform protocol analysis for the 

decoded data firstly, and makes the security detection based on the data feature information in the feature database. The messages 

are transmitted to different analysis modules according to the different type of protocols. Then, the security analysis is taken for 

the messages in accordance with the feature data base information. If there is attack, it can alarm. Finally, the security detection of 

underlying IPv6 network in differential computer system is obtained. With the increasing of system size, the bottom module has 

gradually become the core module of the system communication, and information security of bottom module has a strong 

influence on the overall system. 

 

4.5 Signature Validation  

This Algorithms are initialize in static method called getInstance() in Java, After selecting the algorithm it calculate 

the digest value and return the results in byte array. BigInteger class is used, which converts the resultant byte array into 

its sign-magnitude representation. 

 

  

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

  

  
Fig4 .Architecture  

 

Fig 4  Shows the basic Architecture of Proposed System It consists of Mainly three blocks namely Client ,Router and Destination  

  

5.1 Client 

 In this module a sender selects file and divides into packets and sends packets to router. There are two modes of sending packets. 

Ie.. normal mode and attack mode. 

In normal mode packets are divided into standard 48 byte size and sent to router. These packets are considered as normal packets 

in router. 

In attack mode message is divided into 100 byte packets which is considered as abnormal packet size in router and hence dropped 

by router. 

Client has below mentioned sub modules: 

5.1. 1 Browse File 

In this module, client can browse a file from computer for sending it to receiver. 
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5.1.2 Generate Packets 

This module divides the message in file into packets before sending to router. In normal mode, each packet will be of 48 bytes 

and in attack mode each packet length will be 100 bytes. 

5.1.3 Send Packets 

Here, packets are sent from sender to router. Before sending packets, sender sends a request to rouer to accept packets. If router 

sends BUSY message, sender waits for some time and again sends request. When router will be ready for accepting packet, it is 

sent by sender. 

 
Fig 5 Working of Client Side  

 

5.2 Router 

Router follows standard IPV6 mechanism for handling packets. First a connection thread is created where router accepts 

connection from senders. Then a network thread is activated individually for each sender. Here each packet sent by sender is 

verified. If abnormal packets are sent by sender, he is considered as attacker and packets are dropped. 

A queue is maintained in router for adding received packets. Once queue is full, sender is notified to send packets after some time.  

A buffer is also maintained on router to save log information. Signature Validation is processed . Once buffer will be full, log data 

is written to a file. 

 
Fig 6 Working of Router  

 

5.3 Destination  

Destination is the receiver. It receives packets from router and regenerates message. 

 

5.4 Algorithm 

  

Input START 

STEP 1: Read request from node. 

STEP 2: if Router is available SEND ok to node  

             Go to step 3, else  

             send busy reply, Goto step 1 

STEP3: Read packet from node, 

             If valid packet size or ARN 

             Drop packet goto step 1 

             Else add packet to queue 

STEP 4:Read packet from queue and send to receiver 

STOP 
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VI.  SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

 

 6.1 Client Interface  

 
Fig 7.  Client Interface 

 

 In  Client Interface there are two modes of sending the messages Normal mode and Attacker mode .Once selected we can browse 

the file After that generated  Packets  send to the router. 

 

6.2 IPv6 Server Interface 

 

 
Fig 8. Ipv6 Server Interface 

  

In Ipv6 Server interface we can observe the packets Queue size and number of packets in queue . Also the buffer limit and buffer 

size can be observed. 

The status of any kind of intrusion can be seen in the overall status section and if any IP is identified as an attackerIP, it can be 

seen in the Attackers List in database 
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6.3 Receiver Interface 

 

 
Fig 8 .Receiver Interface 

 

In the receiver interface details such as Sender IP, Total packets, received packet number can be observed. Also, by clicking on 

view message button the received message can be seen in the Message section. 

  

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

The underlying IPv6 network of the differential computer system is analyzed, an improved underlying IPv6 network security 

detection module design method is proposed for the multi computer system. In the network security detection system, the new 

technologies such as receiving thread domain, object forwarding domain and file buffer are taken into consideration. It can solve 

the security detection difficult problem caused by the IPv6 network differences in underlying computer system. Detect any 

intrusion and can block the attacker's respective IP address. This can be used to deter multiple threats in the Internet World. 

Limiting the header size and packet size was achieved to identify the attacker within the network. The Attacker is Stored's IP 

ddress would be stored in a database and can be used to disable the Attacker in the future if it threatens the system. The 

architecture seen here provides a new insight into the IPv6 network's optimization and stability. Efficiency of the System is also 

increases. 

In Future more key technologies can be considered. Improve the efficiency up to the maximum level. 
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